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Why do we report fleet data?

- Lots of different requirements for federal vehicle fleets
  - EPACT, EISA, FAST Act, A-11, EO, FMR, ...

- Different federal stakeholders have oversight roles
  - GSA, DOE, OMB, CEQ, EPA, …
How do we report fleet data?

FAST: Federal Automotive Statistical Tool

U.S. DOE Federal Energy Management Program

U.S. GSA Office of Government-wide Policy

Idaho National Laboratory

Additional Stakeholders
Office of Management & Budget
Council on Environmental Quality
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
What fleet data do we report?

- **Annually…**
  - Fleet data submission (make-up and operation of vehicle fleet) – due mid-December
  - Fueling center & EVSE inventory – due mid-November
  - Fleet budget submission & management plans – due August

- **Quarterly…**
  - EVSE deployment submission (planning and deployment of EVSE) – due end of quarter

- **As-needed…**
  - Optimal fleet profile from Vehicle Allocation Methodology (VAM) studies
Where can we learn more? ... get help?

- Your HQ fleet manager!
- FAST’s Help Site
  https://fastweb.inl.gov/help/
- FAST Support Team
  FASTsupport@inl.gov
- Federal Fleet Community
  FedFleet, INTERFUEL, FEVAR